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My Brother Martin 
Unit 6 Lesson 1 

Comprehension Strategy:  Cause and Effect & Questioning 

Spelling Words 
Schwa 

stomach 

memory 

Canada 

element 

mystery 

science 

remember 

forget 

suppose 

iron 

gravel 

difficult 

fortune 

giant 

architect 

normal 

notify 

privilege 

cement 

yesterday 

Challenge Words 
ridiculous 

syllable 

magnificent 

asparagus 

cinnamon 

Amazing Words 

integrate   liberties 

demonstrating  fairness 

sensitive   laws 

remarks   pride 

peaceful   equal 

Vocabulary 

ancestors:  people from whom you are 

descended, such as your great-

grandparents 

avoided:  kept away from; kept out of the 

way of 

generations:  periods of about thirty 

years, or the time from the birth of one 

generation to the birth of the next 

generation 

minister:  member of the clergy; spiritual 

guide; pastor 

numerous: very many 

pulpit:  platform or raised structure in a 

church from which the minister preaches 

shielding:  protecting; defending 
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Jim Thorpe’s Bright Path 
Unit 6 Lesson 2 

Comprehension Strategy:  Fact and Opinion & Summarize 

Spelling Words 
prefixes mis- , non- , pre- , re- 

misplace 

nonsense 

prepay 

repack 

misfortune 

remove 

precook 

nonstop 

recover 

reseal 

misbehavior 

reunion 

nonfiction 

rebound 

prejudge 

readjust 

misprint 

nonprofit 

nonstick 

precaution 

Challenge Words 
misinterpret 

mispronounce 

noncommittal 

reconstruct 

reorganize 

Amazing Words 

hurdle  artistic 

rival   resolve 

confident  patience 

barrier  leadership 

athletic  cooperation 

Vocabulary 

boarding school:  a school with buildings 

in which the students live during the 

school term 

dormitory: a building with many rooms in 

which people sleep.  Many colleges have 

dormitories for students whose homes are 

somewhere else 

endurance:  the power or ability to keep 

on doing something in spite of pain or 

difficulties 

manual:  done with the hands; a small 

book that helps to understand something 

reservation:  land set aside by the 

government for a special purpose 

society:  all the people; human beings 

living together as a group 



Refrigerator Copy 

How Tia Lola Came to Stay 
Unit 6 Lesson 3 

Comprehension Strategy:  Sequence & Inferring 

Spelling Words 
Suffixes -less, -ment, -ness 

countless 

payment 

goodness 

fairness 

hopeless 

treatment 

statement 

breathless 

restless 

enjoyment 

pavement 

flawless 

tireless 

amazement 

amusement 

greatness 

punishment 

timeless 

needless 

painless 

Challenge Words 
announcement 

appointment 

requirement 

awkwardness 

expressionless 

Amazing Words 

extraordinary  individual 

decency   protect 

courage   secure 

valiant   generous 

admirable   flood 

Vocabulary 

affords:  gives an effect or a result; 

provides; yields 

colonel:  a military rank below general 

glint:  a gleam; a flash 

lurking:  hiding or moving about in a 

secret and sly manner 

palettes:  thin boards; usually oval or 

oblong, with a thumb hole at one end, 

used by painters to lay and mix colors on 

quaint:  strange or odd in an interesting, 

pleasing, or amusing way 

resemblance:  similar appearance; 

likeness 
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A Gift from the Heart 
Unit 6 Lesson 4 

Comprehension Strategy:  Generalize & Predict and Set Purpose  

Spelling Words 
Suffixes -ful, -ly, -ion 

careful 

tasteful 

lonely 

powerful 

suggestion 

peaceful 

recently 

extremely 

certainly 

wisely 

harmful 

monthly 

yearly 

successful 

playful 

thoughtful 

actually 

pollution 

correction 

eagerly 

Challenge Words 
separation 

description 

immediately 

suspenseful 

completely 

Amazing Words 

determined   apply 

education   headway 

progress   distinguish 

accomplish   benefits 

career   compete 

Vocabulary 

abundance:  a large amount, having 

plenty 

backdrop:  a large cloth used in a drama 

performance that hangs at the back of a 

stage; it shows the setting for a scene that 

is taking place 

ceremonial:  used at a ceremony or on a 

formal occasion 

drought:  a long period of dry weather 

graze:  to feed on growing grass or other 

plants in fields 

shock:  something unexpected that causes 

a disturbance 
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The Man Who Went to the Far Side of the Moon 

Unit 6 Lesson 5 

Comprehension Strategy:  Graphic Sources & Background Knowledge 

Spelling Words 
Silent Consonants 

island 

column 

knee 

often 

known 

castle 

thumb 

half 

wring 

whistle 

autumn 

knuckles 

numb 

Illinois 

rhyme 

climber 

limb 

plumbing 

unwritten 

clothes 

Challenge Words 
raspberry 

symptom 

Wyoming 

salmon 

cologne 

Amazing Words 

missions   journey 

weightlessness  resolute 

feeble   planets 

nauseous   satellite 

spacecraft   atmosphere 

Vocabulary 

astronauts:  pilots or members of the crew of 

a spacecraft 

capsule:  the enclosed front section of a rocket 

made to carry instruments, astronauts, and so 
forth, into space.  In flight, the capsule can 
separate from the rest of the rocket and go 

into orbit or be directed back to Earth 

hatch:  a trapdoor covering and opening in an 

aircraft’s or ship’s deck 

horizon:  line where Earth and the sky seem 
to meet; skyline.  You cannot see beyond the 

horizon. 

lunar:  of, like, or about the moon 

module:  a self-contained unit or system 
within a larger system, often designed for a 

particular function 

quarantine:  detention, isolation, and other 
measures taken to prevent the spread of an 

infections disease 


